have recently shown that the average evolution of low-frequency, low-azimuthal modal large-scale structures in the near field of subsonic jets are remarkably well predicted as linear instability waves of the turbulent mean flow using parabolized stability equations. In this work, we extend this modelling technique to an isothermal and a moderately heated Mach 1.5 jet for which the mean flow fields are obtained from a high-fidelity large-eddy simulation database. The latter affords a rigourous and extensive validation of the model, which had only been pursued earlier with more limited experimental data. A filter based on proper orthogonal decomposition is applied to the data to extract the most energetic coherent components. These components display a distinct wavepacket character, and agree fairly well with the parabolized stability equations model predictions in terms of near-field pressure and flow velocity. We next apply a Kirchhoff surface acoustic propagation technique to the near-field pressure model and obtain an encouraging match for far-field noise levels in the peak aft direction. The results suggest that linear wavepackets in the turbulence are responsible for the loudest portion of the supersonic jet acoustic field.
High exhaust noise levels associated with supersonic jets of military aircraft pose health problems for aircraft carrier personnel and community noise issues. Reduction of supersonic jet noise is thus a significant research challenge for future aircraft. Increases in bypass ratio, which have reduced subsonic jet noise in the commercial sector, are inappropriate for supersonic designs that favour small jet diameters, low drag and weight, and high specific thrust, all of which result in very high exhaust velocities. Current programs directed at jet noise reduction are demonstrating benefits of several decibels using passive and active control methods to increase jet mixing and break up shock cells in the over-expanded flow (e.g. Alkislar, Krothapalli & Butler 2007; Henderson 2010; Samimy et al. 2012) .
Noise reduction through novel nozzle designs and active/passive flow control requires a large number of cost-function (far-field noise) evaluations in the process of optimization and control strategy identification. In the past, these efforts relied primarily on laboratory and full-scale experiments using a build-and-test approach. Although significant progress has been made in high-performance computing towards massively parallel simulation capabilities, such large parametric design studies also remain a prohibitively expensive task for high-fidelity computations with current resources. Thus, reduced-order (computationally efficient but approximate) models of the essential dynamics are invaluable for this effort in the near term. Recently, Kerhervé et al. (2012) reported a strategy for reduced-order modelling of unforced jets to predict their noise signatures. The authors used far-field noise data to educe the acoustically important parts of the shear layer fluctuations, followed by a system identification approach to model their dynamics. Gudmundsson & Colonius (2011) , on the other hand, demonstrated the possibility of using a more fundamental approach based on instability wavepackets to reduced-order modelling of jet noise, and this technique is extended here. Mollo-Christensen (1963 , 1967 first established the wavepacket behaviour of the near acoustic field of natural jets. Around the same time, coherent structures, reminiscent of linear instability waves, were being identified in forced jets and planar shear layers (Crow & Champagne 1971; Brown & Roshko 1974) . Advecting large-scale structures in the physical flow domain correspond to low-frequency and low-azimuthal wavenumber wavepackets in the Fourier domain. The wavepackets in the jet shear layer constitute a relatively small fraction of the total disturbance energy . However, they are acoustically significant owing to their high space-time coherence compared with the integral scales of turbulence (Tam & Burton 1984; , and our present results substantiate this view.
The discovery of wavepackets in the near field of turbulent jets was immediately followed by a sustained effort to use linear stability theory to describe their observed features. Early modelling efforts were directed exclusively at harmonically forced jets, owing to the ease of educing wavepackets therein (e.g. Mattingly & Chang 1974; Crighton & Gaster 1976; Michalke 1984; Tam & Morris 1985) . These comparisons with experimental data generally showed only qualitative agreement of the most amplified frequencies, wavelengths and growth/decay rates. As pointed out by Crighton & Gaster (1976) , nonlinearities might have been introduced by forcing at non-trivial amplitudes, further complicating the comparisons. The modelling of wavepackets in unforced jets was also attempted (e.g. Tam & Chen 1994; Balakumar 1998; Yen & Messersmith 1998; Piot et al. 2006) , but this was hampered owing, in hindsight, to a lack of detailed spatiotemporal data. Furthermore, none of these studies showed how a linear instability wave could be consistent with the fluctuations of a real turbulent jet. That is, the precise choice of the base flow and the rationale for linearity remained open questions. The work of Mankbadi & Liu (1984) was one of the few to account for weak nonlinearities, although the reliance on a number of empirical parameters limited the predictive capability of their model. Tam (1971) hypothesized that the frequency of the spectral peak of supersonic jet mixing noise, as well as the polar directivity of this frequency, are associated with direct Mach wave radiation by instability waves. This mechanism is analogous to noise generation by supersonic flow over a wavy wall, and it requires the waves to have supersonic phase speed. Tam & Burton (1984) pointed out that the broadband acoustic spectrum and broad directivity pattern of jet noise might be explained by modifying the wavy wall mechanism to account for the growth and decay of the instability waves. These latter aspects allow even subsonic jets to radiate noise. There were many attempts to validate this theory that were viewed as successful (e.g. Troutt & McLaughlin 1982; Tam & Hu 1989; Tam & Chen 1994; Balakumar 1998; Yen & Messersmith 1999; Lin et al. 2004; Piot et al. 2006) , and the earlier efforts were reviewed by Tam (1991 Tam ( , 1995 . However, the comparisons were actually based on limited measurements, and the lack of consistent identification of both the near and far sound fields prevented a more rigourous test of the theory. In fact, in an early attempt at quantifying the theory using a direct numerical simulation (DNS) database of a round jet at a Reynolds number based on the nozzle exit diameter (Re) of 2000, Mohseni, Colonius & Freund (2002) judged the linear theory to be inadequate, especially for modelling off-peak frequencies. In the DNS of an Re = 3600 jet performed by Suponitsky, Sandham & Morfey (2010) , nonlinear interactions were also found to be an important mechanism of sound generation. However, we now have to question the relevance of these conclusions for turbulent jets, as they were based on initially laminar or transitional jets. In fact, the subsequent analytical work of Goldstein & Leib (2005) lends support to the earlier (and present) view of the importance of linear instability waves of the turbulent mean flow field in determining the dominant aft angle sound radiation.
Recently, Suzuki & Colonius (2006) , Gudmundsson & Colonius (2011) and Cavalieri et al. (2013) definitively demonstrated that wavepackets do exist in the near field of subsonic natural turbulent jets at high Reynolds numbers. The key differentiators from earlier studies were the availability of extensive data, and the application of an appropriate spatiotemporal filter to educe the wavepackets from them, namely proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) in the frequency domain. Moreover, linear stability theory was also found to be very satisfactory in modelling the average wavepackets thus observed when the measured mean velocity field was used as the base flow. The first of these studies used the classical parallel flow stability theory. The subsequent models were constructed with parabolized stability equations (PSE) that accounts for the slow divergence of the mean flow, and significantly improved agreement was found with experiments. These recent advances in experiments and theory for subsonic jets were reviewed by .
Regarding the prediction of actual sound emission, the supersonic case is more straightforward than the subsonic. In the latter, although there is little doubt that the wavepackets play a role in the peak frequency emission, their intermittency, which cannot be predicted by the theory, appears to have a substantial amplifying effect over the entire spectrum (Cavalieri et al. 2011) . Apart from the issue of intermittency, the consideration of the supersonic jet affords the direct acoustic modelling with PSE in another manner. Cheung & Lele (2009) demonstrated that PSE successfully predicts the acoustic field in a laminar supersonic mixing layer, but fails in a subsonic case: a hybrid PSE-acoustic analogy approach was used to circumvent the latter problem. This behaviour is explicated in our subsequent discussion.
We revisit the supersonic jet noise problem here, and test whether we can apply similar modelling and eduction techniques as Gudmundsson & Colonius (2011) to accurately account for both the near-field wavepackets as well as their radiated sound, all in a linear framework. The present investigation is materially facilitated by the availability of a high-fidelity large-eddy simulation (LES) database consisting of two ideally expanded convectively supersonic round jets: one isothermal and the other moderately heated (Brès et al. 2012 ). This database, in fact, allows us to progress farther than the earlier studies in that we can use the full volumetric data in a more rigourous and detailed validation of the theory.
The agreement demonstrated here for both the near and far fields suggests that Tam's mechanism for sound generation is correct, even quantitatively, in a real turbulent flow field. We also learn that, unlike in subsonic jets, the intermittency of wavepackets plays a minor role in supersonic jet noise. One question that this investigation omits addressing is the reason behind the wavepackets' linear behaviour. Gudmundsson & Colonius (2011) advanced a possible explanation based on the theory of marginal stability (Malkus 1956) , but this remains a conjecture at this point.
Theory
2.1. Instability wave models using PSE Instability waves in the turbulent jet are modelled with linear parabolized stability equations following the description in Gudmundsson & Colonius (2011) ; a brief review of the procedure appears below.
The usual compressible formulation is used to non-dimensionalize flow quantities. Linear dimensions are normalized by the nozzle exit diameter D, velocities by the ambient speed of sound c ∞ , density by the ambient density ρ ∞ and pressure by ρ ∞ c 2 ∞ . Time is normalized by D/c ∞ . However, for the purposes of reporting, frequency is normalized by U j /D to the more common Strouhal number St, where U j is the nozzle exit velocity. The acoustic Mach number of the jet is M a = U j /c ∞ . The Reynolds number is Re = ρ j U j D/µ j , with ρ j and µ j being respectively the density and viscosity at the nozzle exit. In the instability wave model, the temperature dependence of viscosity is ignored due to the small temperature ratio of the jets considered. Moreover, the Prandtl number Pr is fixed at 0.7 for air. Finally, the equation of state assumes an ideal gas with constant ratio of specific heats γ = 1.4.
The jet flow field is described in cylindrical coordinates by q = (u x , u r , u θ , p, ζ ) T , which denote the axial, radial and azimuthal components of velocity, the pressure and specific volume (the reciprocal of density, ρ), respectively. The instability waves are modelled as perturbations q of the time-averaged and azimuth-averaged turbulent flow field q, i.e. q(x, r, θ, t) = q(x, r) + q (x, r, θ , t). The time-stationarity and azimuthal homogeneity of round jets afford Fourier decompositions of q in the corresponding dimensions:
q (x, r, θ, t) = m,ωq m,ω (x, r) exp{i(mθ − ωt)}.
(2.1)
Here, ω = 2πStM a is the angular frequency, m is the azimuthal wavenumber andq is the spatial Fourier coefficient. Here and elsewhere, the subscripts of m and ω will be omitted from the notation unless required for clarity. The PSE model assumes that q can be decomposed into a rapidly varying wave-like component modulated by a function with axial variations on the order of the base flow:
Here,q is a shape function and α is a complex axial wavenumber, both assumed to have mild axial variation. Finally, B is a complex scalar that sets the absolute amplitude and phase of the PSE solution. The decomposition in (2.2) is ambiguous since the axial variation can be subsumed in eitherq or α. Herbert (1997) prescribed the following normalization constraint
where (·) † denotes the complex conjugate. This aims to remove any exponential dependence on x from the shape functionq. Introducing the decomposition (2.1), (2.2) into the compressible Navier-Stokes, continuity and energy equations, and projecting them on to the retained Fourier basis, yields the following system of equations for each retained Fourier mode pair
The linear operators A through F are functions of q, ω, m and α; expressions for them can be obtained from the linearized governing equations presented in appendix A. All nonlinear terms are gathered inR. Following on the success of linear PSE in modelling subsonic jet wavepackets, the nonlinear terms are neglected in the present work. This renders the equations decoupled and homogenous, so that they neither depend on nor predict the absolute amplitude B. Under the assumption of slow x variations ofq, ∂ 2q /∂x 2 is omitted in (2.4) (although the other terms in ∂ 2q /∂x 2 are retained), which renders the equations approximately parabolic for convectively unstable flows such as the jets under consideration (Li & Malik 1997) . Equation (2.4) is closed in the radial direction at r = 15 by characteristic boundary conditions following Thompson (1987) , and the pole condition at the centreline is implemented as per Mohseni & Colonius (2000) . The radial grid is clustered on the jet lip line (with a minimum spacing of 0.004D) where the shear is largest following Freund (1997) , and fourth-order central difference is used to discretize the radial derivative operators. First-order implicit Euler differences are used to approximate the axial derivatives, and this results in a system of equations to solve for the shape functions at each axial position, given a guess for α. The latter is solved for iteratively to satisfy (2.3), as shown by Day, Mansour & Reynolds (2001) .
For stable downstream march of the solution, Li & Malik (1997) specify the following lower bound on the axial step size
(2.5)
Marching with the minimum allowable x has been found to be necessary for proper resolution of the acoustic field, so that each Fourier mode is solved on its own x grid as dictated by (2.5). To facilitate post-processing, bothq and α solutions are interpolated linearly on to a uniform x grid, their slow x variation rendering higherorder interpolation superfluous. An upstream condition (akin to the initial condition for time marching) is required to begin the axial march at x = x 0 . This is obtained by solving the classical parallel-flow linear stability problem based on the mean flow profile close to the nozzle exit, and extracting the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) mode. Even though supersonic jets support other unstable modes (Tam & Hu 1989) , the K-H mode undergoes the largest amplification, and thus governs the wavepacket dynamics ).
Kirchhoff surface formulation for acoustic field
The acoustic field of the PSE solution is desired. The simple Kirchhoff surface (KS) formulation described below has been used in continuing the acoustic solution of jets from direct numerical simulations (e.g. Freund 2001), as well as from PSE models (Balakumar 1998; Lin et al. 2004) . Following Lighthill (1952) , one starts by formally recasting PSE into the forced Helmholtz equation for pressure fluctuations in 
(2.6)
Here, the source termŜ aggregates all of the terms in the PSE that are required to balance the left-hand side (LHS) of (2.6). For generality that would be useful subsequently, a uniform axial 'coflow' around the jet extending to the far-field observer is assumed, with Mach number M co referred to the ambient speed of sound (Morse & Ingard 1968 ).
Since the acoustic source in practical jet flow fields has compact support in the axial domain, the following axial Fourier transform is well defined:
where K is the integration bound on the axial wavenumber k set by the practical resolution in x. Applying an analogous axial Fourier transform to the source termŜ , the acoustic analogy in (2.6) reduces to
The acoustic sourceŠ is compact in the radial direction too, as we will demonstrate. Thus, equation (2.8) is essentially homogenous beyond a certain radius, say r KS , that is within the physical domain of the PSE solution but outside the jet flow. The linear acoustic field for r > r KS can be determined by treating the homogenous version of (2.8) as a boundary value problem, withp m,ω (k, r) specified on the cylindrical shell r = r KS . Applying a radiation condition at r → ∞ restricts the solution for positive ω to bě
where H (1) m is the mth-order Hankel functions of the first kind. The inverse Fourier transform specified in (2.7) then yields the desired acoustic fieldp m,ω (x, r) associated with a given PSE modeq m,ω (x, r) for r > r KS . In this study, the evaluation of (2.9) considers the radiating k modes solely; these are given by
LES database and its processing

Description of database
An LES database of two ideally expanded supersonic round jets is used in the present work. The flow conditions (listed in table 1) match the experimental conditions in the United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) anechoic open-jet facility (Schlinker et al. 2009 ). Note that the nozzle exit Mach number M j = U j /c j is 1.5 for both jets. For both cases, the experiments have a wind tunnel coflow of Mach number M co = 0.1 extending to r = 10 in the radial direction. To try to replicate the UTRC test conditions, the simulations include the same coflow across the whole computational domain.
Case
Description
Simulation duration B118 Isothermal ideally expanded 1.5 1.0 1.5 300 000 215 B122
Heated ideally expanded 1.5 1.74 1.98 155 000 112 The simulations were performed using the flow solver 'Charles' developed at Cascade Technologies (Brès et al. 2012) . The spatially filtered compressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved on an unstructured grid using a control-volume-based finite volume method. The flux at each control-volume face is computed using a blend of a non-dissipative central flux and a dissipative upwind flux. The blending parameter is precomputed based on the grid and the differencing operators using a heuristic algorithm to minimize numerical dissipation while ensuring stability. The Vreman subgrid-scale model (Vreman 2004; You & Moin 2007) is used with constant coefficients (c = 0.07, Pr t = 0.9) to account for the physical effects of the unresolved turbulence on the resolved flow. The shock-capturing scheme available in the flow solver (Brès et al. 2012 ) is inactive since only residual and weak shocks are present at the nominally ideally expanded conditions simulated here.
The round converging-diverging nozzle geometry from the UTRC experiments (designed using the method of characteristics) is included in the computational domain, with adiabatic no-slip wall boundary conditions applied on the entire nozzle surface. A constant plug flow is applied to the inlet of the nozzle such that the desired conditions are attained at its exit plane. The flow issued from the nozzle is laminar; the corresponding condition has not been measured in the experiments. The momentum thickness of the boundary layer at the nozzle exit is approximately 0.0017D and 0.0022D in the B118 and B122 cases, respectively. The use of such thin laminar boundary layers leads to rapid transition to turbulence near the nozzle exit (approximately one nozzle diameter downstream in the present cases) while affording coarser resolution inside the nozzle.
The computational domain extends to 45D in the axial direction; in the radial direction, the domain extent grows from 12D at the inflow plane to 20D at the downstream outflow boundary. The typical aeroacoustic treatments are applied near the outlets of the computational domain to avoid spurious reflections (Brès et al. 2012) . The mesh consists of a fully unstructured core which transitions to a purely axisymmetric grid with 160 points in the azimuthal direction and limited stretching within the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) surface (described in § 6), followed by further stretching towards the domain boundaries. Both the simulations in this work were performed on a mesh containing approximately 42 million control volumes. The non-dimensional simulation time durations (after initial transients) are reported in table 1. These durations can be considered as long time samples of high-fidelity LES, thus ensuring the statistical convergence of the stationary quantities and also a reasonable convergence of the low-frequency noise spectra. For both cases, the data were saved at intervals of 0.02, such that the LES provide reliable results at high frequency for St up to nearly 10.
Good agreement was found in extensive comparisons with the experiments at UTRC considering flow field statistics and near and far-field pressure spectra (Brès et al. 2012) . Time-averaged axial velocity fields for the two simulated jets are shown in figure 1. The two LES mean fields are used without further smoothing as the base flows for the respective PSE models. Figure 2 presents instances of the fidelity of the near-field pressure and far-field acoustics. The former corresponds to the direct prediction in the LES, whereas the latter is computed using the FW-H formulation. The predicted spectra are bin-averaged with St bin = 0.05. This choice of bin-averaging, along with the short time signal compared to experiments, are the main reasons for the relative lack of smoothness of the spectra at the low frequencies.
The data-processing techniques are briefly described in § 6, and detailed by Brès et al. (2012) . The database of time-varying flow fields is large, in the tens of terabytes for each case. To recover a manageable dataset, the flow variables are under-sampled in spatial resolution. In particular, a linear interpolation is performed onto a cylindrical grid. The axial and azimuthal grids are uniform with 321 and 24 points, respectively; the axial grid extends between x = 0 and 20. The non-uniform radial grid has 176 points between r = 0 and 5 with clustering on the lip line to yield a minimum spacing of 0.0076D.
Wavepacket eduction
The PSE model is intended to represent an average wavepacket that is, by definition, coherent over the entire flow domain (albeit with possibly trivial amplitude in null regions). On the other hand, LES resolves motions over a broad range of spatial and temporal scales. Thus, for the purposes of validating the PSE model with the LES database, appropriate statistical techniques must be applied on the latter to educe the signatures of flow structures that correlate over significant spatial regions. In previous work considering subsonic jets, POD was applied towards this end, either to the pressure acquired on a phased microphone array in the near field (Gudmundsson & Colonius 2011) , or to the velocity fluctuations measured on cross-sections using time-resolved particle image velocimetry . The LES database used in the present validation permits great flexibility in the computation of POD modes, since all flow variables are available on the entire relevant flow domain.
Uppercase symbols are used to denote the empirical jet flow field; cf. the lowercase symbols used to denote the modelled flow field. Thus, the empirical flow field vector is Q = (U x , U r , U θ , P, Ξ ) T , with the components having meaning analogous to those of q. Moreover, as for q, the empirical flow field Q is subjected to Reynolds decomposition into the mean and fluctuations, as well as Fourier decomposition into frequency and azimuthal modes.
Prior to the temporal Fourier transform, the empirical time record is divided into J segments with Hann windowing (similar to the Welch spectrogram method), and the individual segments are considered to be independent realizations of the flow. The time segments have a 75 % overlap and correspond to a frequency bin size of St = 0.025. The available time records (see table 1) result in J = 29 and 19 segments for the B118 and B122 cases, respectively. The Fourier transformed flow field in the jth segment is denoted byQ [j] m,ω (x, r). A systematic investigation of different inner products in the computation of POD modes of a turbulent jet was conducted by Freund & Colonius (2009) , showing that the resulting decomposition materially depends on the physical variables retained. The near-field pressure of turbulent jets displays the wavepacket character most clearly, which is attributable to the wavenumber-filtering behaviour of the pressure field (Suzuki & Colonius 2006; Gudmundsson & Colonius 2011; . It has also been established in (2.9) that the accurate modelling of the near-field pressure is sufficient for obtaining the correct far field, which is the ultimate goal of this research. The velocity field, on the other hand, prominently displays the effect of vorticity and entropy modes that are not modelled in this work. Thus, the inner product between two fieldsQ [1] andQ [2] is defined here as
The domain of integration is determined by the availability of empirical data, as described in § 3.1. The frequency-domain variant of the snapshot POD method of Sirovich (1987) is employed here. In this technique, the POD spatial eigenfunctionΦ m,ω (x, r) is expressed as a linear combination of the available set of realizations:
m,ω (x, r). Then, the weight coefficients β are obtained as eigenvectors from the following eigenvalue problem
Note that, although the decomposition is solely determined by the pressure field, the other components of the flow field that are correlated with the POD modes of pressure are also retrieved through (3.2). The kernel T is Hermitian so that the eigenvalues λ (n) (indexed by n) are nonnegative; they are ordered such that λ (n) λ (n+1) . A faster rate of decay indicates higher coherence in the data, since the POD eigenfunctionsΦ (n) are orthogonal with respect to the inner product in (3.1). To render the amplitudes of the POD modes directly comparable with the fluctuation energy of the flow, the normalization of the eigenfunctions is such that Φ (n) P = √ λ (n) , the norm being induced from (3.1).
Comparisons of near-field pressure
In this section, the near-field pressure predicted by the linear PSE model will be compared with the POD modes of pressure computed from the LES database. As a preliminary step, figure 3 presents the integrated pressure energy; this is defined as the ensemble-averaged value of the square of the norm induced from (3.1). Here and hereafter, the statistics of the +m and −m modes are averaged before presentation. The integrated energy decreases very rapidly with increasing azimuthal mode, m = 0 being an order-of-magnitude more energetic than m = 2 at low frequencies. The pressure fluctuations at higher frequencies are confined over smaller x-regions (see later), which accounts for the rapid decrease in integrated energy with St. The trends are identical for the isothermal and heated jets, with the latter displaying more energy. This graph justifies the subsequent focus on the first three azimuthal modes, and to St 1; these Fourier modes also predominate the far-field acoustics. The St = 0.6, m = 0 mode of the B118 case appears to be anomalously energetic. Possible reasons for this may be the weak shocks present in the flow, or the effect of vortex pairing in the Since the absolute amplitude of wavepackets is indeterminate in linear PSE, the most relevant metric for comparison is the 'alignment' of the PSE prediction with the nth POD mode for a particular Fourier mode. This alignment is calculated as follows
(4.1)
Since the POD modes form an orthogonal basis, the above definition implies that 0 [A P ] (n) 1 and n ([A P ] (n) ) 2 = 1. A value close to unity for the first POD mode indicates that the PSE solution is structurally equivalent to the most coherent wavepacket found in the flow. Figure 5 presents the alignment metric of (4.1) to compare the PSE solution for the isothermal supersonic jet with the first two POD modes of the LES data. Overall, the PSE model predictions demonstrate good agreement with the most energetic wavepackets (the first POD mode) extracted from the database for m = 0 and 1. Modelling the low-frequency axisymmetric modes with PSE has proven challenging for subsonic jets previously (Gudmundsson & Colonius 2011) , and they continue to be so in the present supersonic case, with St 0.2, m = 0 modes displaying poorer agreement; we will revisit this point later. The agreement in m = 2 is not as good; the probable reason for this is discussed subsequently.
The above analysis demonstrates that the PSE solution is most aligned with the first pressure POD mode of the LES data. The latter is then used to select the complex amplitude factor of the PSE modes, B m,ω (see (2.2)), using a least-squares fit (Gudmundsson & Colonius 2011) . This gives
This scaling is consistently retained during the subsequent comparisons of the pressure and velocity components of the PSE solution, as well as the projected acoustic fields. Rodríguez et al. (2013) present an alternate method of determining the amplitudes of the PSE wavepackets based on an adjoint-based projection of the LES fluctuation data near the nozzle exit plane onto the parallel-flow linear stability modes used to initiate the PSE. Figure 6 depicts visual comparisons of the linear PSE solutions with the first POD eigenfunctions for some of the Fourier modes under consideration. The real parts of the pressure components are plotted, and the contour levels are saturated to clarify the near acoustic fields. (The weak shock cells present in the numerical data appear amplified due to this plotting method.) This figure supplies an intuitive explanation for the alignment metrics presented in figure 5. Significant similarity is observed for all the Fourier modes except the lowest-frequency axisymmetric mode. In particular, the radiation patterns in the near pressure field that are most relevant for modelling the farfield noise are captured quite well by the PSE. The agreement is in all three aspects of the patterns, namely wavelength (equivalently, advection speed), axial location of the peak and polar angle of the directed radiation.
The relative success of PSE in predicting the average near acoustic field demonstrated above is linked to our choice of the supersonic jet as the test case. The PSE ansatz imposes a single complex wavenumber α at a given cross-section. However, the shape functionq is allowed to distort locally within the constraint imposed by the normalization condition in (2.3). Thus, the modelled wavepacketq may exhibit moderately different wavelengths in the hydrodynamic and acoustic regions. In the supersonic jets modelled here, the disparity of wavelengths in the two regions is not large (see figure 6 , and also figure 8 appearing later), so that PSE is able to approximate both domains. The noise field associated with subsonic shear layers does not satisfy this condition: this explains the corresponding failure of PSE reported by Cheung & Lele (2009) . St=0.1, m=0 St=0.1, m=0 St=0.3, m=0 St=0.3, m=0 St=0.5, m=0 St=0.5, m=0 St=1.0, m=0 St=1.0, m=0 St=0.1, m=1 St=0.1, m=1 St=0.3, m=1 St=0.3, m=1 St=0.5, m=1 St=0.5, m=1 St=1.0, m=1 St=1.0, m=1 FIGURE 6. Comparison of pressure component of PSE solution with corresponding first POD modes for the isothermal (B118) jet. The real part of the modes are plotted with greyscale ranging within ±0.0034. Gudmundsson & Colonius (2011) conjectured that a probable cause for the PSE modelling error in the low-St axisymmetric modes might be their violation of the slowly varying base flow assumption. Their wavelengths being on the order of the length of the potential core, these wavepackets are subject to relatively rapid variations of the base flow. However, subsequent studies with linearized Euler equations indicate that such discrepancies are encountered even when the mildly non-parallel assumption is relaxed (Baqui et al. 2013) . Although not reported here, our recent preliminary investigation with nonlinear PSE supplies an alternative explanation for this discrepancy. We found that nonlinear effects on wavepacket evolution are strongest at low frequencies, but minimal for St 0.3. Low-frequency modes have lower growth rates, so that nonlinear coupling with other modes might have a relatively stronger influence. The nonlinear PSE studies being preliminary, this explanation should be considered as a conjecture at this point.
The agreement between PSE and POD in figure 6 degrades downstream within the jet core where the wavepackets' amplitudes have decayed. First, in these low-coherence regions of the flow, the POD modes may not be fully converged, given the limited data record available. More importantly, this disagreement does not signify a failure of PSE, which is intended to model the acoustically relevant dynamics of wavepackets in their energetic regime: the success in this aspect is encouraging in figure 6 , and further demonstrated in § 6. Given these caveats, it is still conceivable that the inclusion of a richer set of modes (apart from the sole K-H mode), even in a linear model, might have improved the agreement with POD. As the K-H mode decays downstream, the coherent field may come to be dominated by vorticity and/or entropy modes that are triggered through the non-normality of the linearized Navier-Stokes operator. Another possible cause of the observed discrepancy may be the assumption of mild non-parallelism of the base flow: this is violated locally for low-to moderate-frequency wavepackets near the end of the potential core. Finally, the present results cannot discriminate the role of nonlinearities in the downstream region: low-frequency wavepackets that dominate thereat may be exciting the moderate-to high-frequency modes that are predicted to have decayed in the linear theory.
Investigation of the pressure contour plots for the m = 2 modes (not presented here) reveals that the cause of their lower 'alignment' in figure 5 is related to the above. These modes, especially at the lower frequencies, have a weak near acoustic field, so that the modelling errors incurred in the downstream shear layer dominate the alignment metric.
The heated supersonic B122 jet is also modelled using linear PSE, and presentation of these results follows the preceding scheme. The eigenspectra for the B118 and B122 jets have been demonstrated to be quite similar in figure 4. Figure 7 shows that the alignment of the PSE solution with the first POD mode follows the trends found in the B118 case. Two differences are noted though: the misalignment is significant up to St = 0.3 in the m = 0 mode (we have speculated on the cause of this discrepancy above), and the predictions of the m = 2 modes in the mid range of frequencies are much improved (owing to their stronger near acoustic field). Figure 8 presents visual comparisons of the PSE solutions with the first POD eigenfunctions. The general match between the two is encouraging. In particular, linear PSE correctly captures the increased polar angle of the peak radiation caused by the increased jet velocity, while accurately predicting the wavelength of the wavepackets.
The alignment metrics presented in figures 5 and 7 are also computed with POD modes obtained using only 80 % of the available data. The results deviate by less than 0.05, attesting to the robustness of the conclusions drawn thereof.
Comparisons of the velocity field
The axial and radial components of velocity predicted by PSE in the isothermal jet case are compared with those of the first POD modes for two representative Fourier modes in figure 9. We repeat that the POD is based on the pressure fluctuations alone, and the velocity fields presented are correlated with the pressure through the use of common weight coefficients for the frequential snapshots in (3.2). Furthermore, the complex scale factor applied to the PSE fields is retained from (4.2). The PSE model predictions agree to a moderate degree with the empirical data, namely the wavelength and phase of wavepackets as well as their amplitude and shape, in the growing region. However, the degradation of fidelity is significant further downstream. Some possible sources of this discrepancy have been discussed in § 4, although the disagreement is more severe for the velocity than for pressure. As the PSE mode adopts the correct near-field acoustic behaviour downstream (see figure 6 ), it exhibits the velocity oscillations associated with this linear eigenmode in the core since a single axial wavenumber is being imposed by the ansatz. Examples of such acoustic modes were presented by Rodríguez et al. (2013) for the jets under consideration here. PSE is unable to model the larger set of modes required to represent the full physics in this region. The predicted axial velocity field suffers from another inaccuracy: the radial gradient of the wavepacket at the outer edge of the shear layer is much sharper than that observed in the POD modes. This may be linked to the non-normality of the Navier-Stokes equations (see discussion in § 4). The strong, radially-compact perturbations of the axial velocity component in the K-H mode may be coherently exciting vorticity and/or entropy modes that are not modelled by PSE. The K-H mode has more gradual radial gradients for both the radial velocity and pressure, and the corresponding fields do not display this discrepancy.
The pressure-based inner product used in the POD (see (3.1)) assigns null weights to the velocity components. Thus, for the quantitative validation of the modelled velocity fields, we define a new metric as follows The square of the norm induced from the above inner product is proportional to the integrated incompressible turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). Only the real part of the 'alignment' is considered in the above definition since the relative phase of the PSE and POD fields is predetermined from the analysis in § 4. Since the PSE solution has been scaled to agree with the first POD mode of pressure, the sole meaningful comparison of the PSE velocity field is with the velocity components of this POD mode. Figure 10 presents the alignment of the TKE in several Fourier modes for both the supersonic jets under consideration. The alignment is much poorer than that found for the pressure component, the reasons for which have been discussed above in the context of the St = 0.5 wavepackets. Although not shown here, the values of A TKE were found to be more in line with A P when the axial domain considered in the inner product of (5.1b) was restricted to 0 x 8. The results in this section suggest that the linear PSE model is able to deliver encouraging predictions of the velocity fields of wavepackets educed from empirical data, but only in the region prior to their decay. with those associated with the first POD modes of pressure in the two jets. Cavalieri et al. (2013) report on a detailed comparison of velocity fields modelled by PSE with experimental data of a Mach 0.4 jet, with similar conclusions as above.
Comparisons of the acoustic field
The formulation of the acoustic radiation problem in § 2.2 has established the need to select the radius r KS of the cylindrical Kirchhoff surface such that the source term S in (2.6) vanishes outside it but the PSE solution is valid on it. This source term is displayed for a representative PSE mode in figure 11. Following Freund (2001) ,Š is computed indirectly by evaluating the left-hand side of (2.6) with the PSE pressure solution. Beyond r = 3 the source term for this mode is at least three orders of 88 A. Sinha, D. Rodríguez, G. Brès and T. Colonius magnitude reduced from its maximum. Similar observations were made in all of the Fourier modes investigated in this work. The range of r KS available in the literature is from 1.9D to 5D. We select a value of 3D based on the evidence in figure 11, as well as the parametric study described in appendix B; this matches the choice made by Balakumar (1998) .
The axial wavenumber spectrum of pressure on the Kirchhoff surface is most relevant for the acoustic predictions (see (2.9)). The energetic portion of the radiating range of wavenumbers is depicted in figure 12 for two representative Fourier modes in the isothermal jet. Both the PSE solution and the first POD mode represent average wavepackets; their spectra agree reasonably well, as was anticipated from the match of the shape and wavelength of the contours in figure 6 .
The actual axial wavenumber spectrum of the stochastic wavepackets is obtained by ensemble-averaging the individual spectra computed from each of the J segments of the LES time series (see § 3.2). The resulting spectrum (termed 'LES' in figure 12) is necessarily broader than the spectrum of the corresponding first POD mode. However, since the latter extracts the most energetic coherent fluctuations, the two spectra match near their peak. Moreover, since the spectral peaks are in the radiating range, we demonstrate below that the resulting acoustic fields bear significant similarities.
The Kirchhoff surface-based acoustic projection results for the PSE model are validated against high-fidelity predictions from the LES data using a permeable formulation of the FW-H equation (Brès et al. 2012) . The latter uses the data on a conical shell with half-angle of 6.3 • ; the shell intercepts the x = 0 plane at r = 0.6. Although the coflow outside the FW-H surface was ignored in propagating the LES solution, the resulting far-field sound spectra demonstrated a good match with the lossless measurements at UTRC (Brès et al. 2012) : an example of this has been presented in figure 2(b) . The coflow is also ignored in propagating the pressure extracted on the Kirchhoff surface in the present work. A discrepancy is expected in the acoustic fields obtained from the FW-H and KS methods, owing to the M co = 0.1 flow between the relevant conical and cylindrical shells. However, this error is minimized by making comparisons on a polar arc of radius 100D. The alternative of incorporating the coflow encounters the issue of modelling the acoustic refraction through the shear layer that arises where the coflow ceases: this detracts from the main objective of the work.
There is another source of error arising from the limited axial domain of the pressure fluctuation data extracted from the LES database for post-processing (0 x 20). The FW-H surface, on the other hand, extended up to x = 30 and, more importantly, the method of end caps (Shur, Spalart & Strelets 2005 ) was used to account for the acoustic source flux at the downstream end of the domain (Brès et al. 2012) . The consequent discrepancy is most prominent for low-frequency wavepackets that saturate far downstream, as well as for radiation to far aft angles. Thus, the comparisons in the far field are restricted to St 0.3, and polar angles less than 155 • (measured from the upstream jet axis). The former constraint coincides with the range of validity of the PSE solutions, as demonstrated by the near-field comparisons in § 4.
The validity of (2.9) is first assessed in figure 13 , which compares the acoustic spectra on the polar arc for the isothermal jet. The spectra are reported as narrowband power spectral density (PSD) in decibels per Strouhal resolution. The LES data is directly used in the FW-H and KS methods described above. Across the range of Fourier modes and the aft angles of peak radiation, the two methods are seen to yield very similar results.
Note that the acoustic results labelled 'LES: FW-H' differ from those presented by Brès et al. (2012) . Here, the complex far-field pressure is predicted by the frequencydomain FW-H solver at 72 azimuthally spaced points for any x-r location, and then decomposed into Fourier azimuthal modes. The resulting acoustic spectra are then binaveraged with St bin = 0.05 (see discussion of figure 2). The 'LES: KS' spectra, on the other hand, are ensemble-averaged (see comments on figure 12). The results in figure 13 confirm the equivalence of the two averages. Figure 13 also presents the directivity of the r KS = 3 Kirchhoff surface information extracted from the first POD modes of pressure. The directivity curves from this reduced information are seen to match the full-information results near the peak radiation angles, although there is significant under-prediction away from the peak. This result was anticipated from figure 12, which showed that the most energetic portion of the near-field pressure fluctuations (captured as an average wavepacket by the first POD mode) is well within the range of radiating wavenumbers. Thus, the intermittency of the wavepackets (which broadens the wavenumber spectrum) has relatively little contribution to the peak acoustic radiation in the isothermal supersonic jet. In contrast, in the case of a subsonic (Mach 0.9) jet, Cavalieri et al. (2011) used a different procedure to model the average wavepacket, and found it to under-predict the far-field PSD by 25 dB/St at the peak radiation aft angle (see also Baqui et al. (2013) and Breakey et al. (2013) ). However, agreement was much improved when the intermittency of the wavepackets was modelled empirically by these authors, as well as by Reba, Narayanan & Colonius (2010) earlier. Thus, the role of intermittency in jet mixing noise radiation increases significantly in going from a convectively supersonic regime to a subsonic condition.
The final set of directivity curves in figure 13 are obtained by projecting the PSE solution with the KS method. The PSE modes retain their scaling from the earlier use of (4.2). For all of the Fourier modes depicted, the alignment metric had been demonstrated to be close to unity in figure 5, which explains the fairly good match between the PSE and POD directivity curves observed in figure 13 . The similarities in their respective axial wavenumber spectra, exemplified in figure 12, also anticipated this result.
The encouraging agreement between the four methods for predicting the far-field directivity in the isothermal supersonic jet extends to the heated supersonic jet in figure 14 . The increased acoustic Mach number of the latter causes the shift of the peak directivity to lower polar angles. This modification is replicated by the PSE model. The mismatch in the St = 0.3, m = 0 Fourier mode was expected from the corresponding discrepancy observed in the near-field pressure in figure 8.
An interesting difference is noted between the results for the two jets. The heated jet displays superior match between the actual acoustic field and that of the average wavepacket (i.e. the first POD mode of pressure), with reduced discrepancies at off-peak polar angles. This further extends the argument made above regarding the diminishing importance of intermittency of the wavepackets in their acoustic radiation with increasing jet speed. However, the role of jet temperature in this effect cannot be separated from that of the jet speed, since the B118 and B122 cases differ in both regards.
Summary and conclusions
The ubiquity of coherent structures in turbulent shear layers discovered in the 1960s and 1970s prompted Tam and his coworkers to propose a mechanism for supersonic jet mixing noise based on linear instability waves of the turbulent mean flow. This model was well accepted from the 1970s to the early 1990s based on qualitative agreement with the limited experimental observations then available (Tam 1995) . However, as DNS databases of shear layers started appearing subsequently, the linear theory was judged to be lacking in its precise predictions (Mohseni et al. 2002; Suponitsky et al. 2010) . In hindsight, we can say that these early simulations were at very low Reynolds numbers, and that their conclusions should be tempered for high-Re jets with fully turbulent shear layers . In fact, recent works, both experimental (Zaman 2012 ) and computational (Bogey, Marsden & Bailly 2012) , demonstrate the critical role that the boundary-layer state at the nozzle exit plays in jet noise. The highly disturbed but nominally laminar boundary layer states at the exit of low-Re jets are associated with higher noise than the turbulent conditions in high-Re cases, which provides support for the earlier linear theory of turbulent jet noise generation.
Recently, Gudmundsson & Colonius (2011) reported a model based on PSE which delivered excellent agreement with detailed experimental data in the near field of turbulent subsonic jets (see also and Cavalieri et al. (2013) ). The comparisons were materially improved on first educing the low-energy but spatially coherent wavepackets by applying a spatiotemporal filter based on POD to the data. Continuing on their success, we herein revisit the supersonic jet noise problem with the PSE model, and quantitatively demonstrate that Tam's original insight was indeed accurate. Towards this, we report rigourous and extensive validations against a high-fidelity LES database of two ideally expanded Mach 1.5 jets, one isothermal and the other moderately heated (Brès et al. 2012) .
This article makes two main contributions. It demonstrates the validity of linear instability wave models for predicting the average wavepacket evolution in supersonic jets. The pressure and velocity fields associated with the wavepackets are modelled with reasonable accuracy in their growing regime. The agreement is much poorer in the decay zone within the jet shear layer, although the pressure in the irrotational near field continues to display a fair match. The PSE model is initiated with the K-H mode of the locally parallel linear stability problem at a cross-section near the nozzle, and the downstream march of the solution tracks this mode. Unlike subsonic jets, the supersonic jet supports two other families of unstable modes (Tam & Hu 1989) . However, since the K-H mode undergoes the largest amplification, it governs the wavepacket dynamics ) and, consequently, sound radiation. As argued by Gudmundsson & Colonius (2011) for the subsonic case, although the wavepackets appear to be linear perturbations of the turbulent mean flow on average, this does not rule out the importance of nonlinear interactions in establishing the turbulence cascade in an instantaneous sense.
The second contribution of this article is in concurrently predicting the salient features of the acoustic field. This not only reflects our success in modelling the average wavepackets, but also the relative unimportance of the unsteadiness or intermittency (i.e. second-order statistics) of these convectively supersonic wavepackets in determining the acoustic field. The latter is a consequence of the energetic wavenumbers of the near-field pressure being in the radiating range. In contrast, the energy of convectively subsonic wavepackets is primarily in non-radiating wavenumbers, so that intermittency assumes a dominant role in determining their acoustic field.
